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WHO WILL YOU BE THIS OKTOBERFEST?
welcome

Readers, you are in the presence of greatness (or grossness, but never the two shall meet). Your breath-snarled and adored editor won the German award in Year 50. I'm all over this Oktoberfest shit.

Following that early glass I was on stage again earlier this year at my Arts grad ceremony (in post-grad successions) and having nearly fallen asleep during the speeches, I thought it might be a good idea to get our bay, Joe, to give some advice on how to smash your ceremony and get some great Kiwi moments.

Speaking of pigs, to get you guys frothing at the mouth even more at the thought of taking over Blitz in 2013, we've included some of our happiest snaps in this issue, so that you can see some of the cool shish we've been up to, and start imagining the crazy stuff you'll do in 2013 if you join the Blitz crew.

So it's finally here. The week of Oktoberfest! This probably means that you might've found yourself trying to finish that assignment due this Friday a whole day early or coming up with creative solutions to the problem of the 9am Friday tutorial — especially creative if you're giving a presentation and going to Oktoberfest.

In the meantime, everyone else should be dusting off their lederhosen or dirndls, working on their Deutch and preparing for a night of music, beer and sausaeinn... or whatever floats your boat if you don't get as excited about pickled cabbage as I do!

So get cracking on your costumes and have a wunderbar time!

Auf wiedershalt!
Between a killer set with Van She at the Art and About opening night and their upcoming gig with Tonite Only and Naysayer (plus heaps of others) at Oktoberfest this Thursday, Blitz caught up with the UNSW Law Faculty's prodigal son, James Hunt, drummer for indie electric trio, RÜFÜS.

Tours, writing your debut album and releasing three EPs in 12 months must be a world away from life at law school. Has it taken much adjustment?

Yeah, it's a huge change. It's been an interesting process getting used to the lifestyle, but I have so much passion for what I'm doing that it hasn't been hard to adapt. But it's a world away completely.

Do you ever think of going back to uni?

At this point, I really want to pursue music. I'm very passionate and I'm trying to be realistic, but at the moment, there's no turning back.

So how did you decide to call it quits at uni in the first place?

Well, I only needed a year off. I was planning on travelling for that year but then I got recruited into this little musical project that was going on with a dude I went to school with [now our singer, Tyron Lindo]. Things started going well and it just happened for itself, which I hadn't planned for at all. It's been pretty amazing.

For those two years at uni, did you feel there was an energy you needed to get expressed or did you feel that law was your future?

I didn't have any passion at all. For what I was doing at uni, I was just going through the motions and I didn't really know what I wanted to do. I loved music, but I didn't know how I was going to pursue it, so I'm very lucky that it happened.

And I guess that would have had something to do with your decision to take time off in the first place?

Yeah, definitely. I needed time to evaluate where I was at and to get some perspective on things. That's definitely happened, but it hasn't happened the way I had planned.

Do you feel like it was always going to wind up like this somehow?

I always thought I'd be doing something like this but I'm very disorganised so I never had an idea of how it'd go about it strategically. I'm just really lucky that this opportunity opened up, so now I'm trying to make the most of it.

When you're putting together a song, what are you hoping the listener's going to take from it?

We're really hoping we can communicate the same feeling we feel when we're writing a track. It's ultimately out of our hands but we want to communicate that feeling and that mood.

And how do you want people to feel after your set at Oktoberfest this Thursday?

We want them to have had the best time of their lives and for their minds to be blown.

Prepare to have your mind blown if you're lucky enough to catch RÜFÜS performing with Tonite Only, What So Not, Naysayer, Tenain, Northeast Party House and heaps more awesome acts at Thursday's Oktoberfest bonanza. For a sample of the hits you'll be hearing at Oktoberfest head to facebook.com/rufussounds.
the usual suspects: oktoberfest style

Whether it's your first Oktoberfest, or your seventh; whether you go to UNSW to help you prepare for the Roundhouse's über party by describing the six or work full time and daydream about beer and bratwurst, Blitz is going usual subjects you'll see (or even be!) at this Thursday's celebrations.

**THE ROOKIE**
Coming to uni on the day of Oktoberfest, 'The Oblivious' is given a ticket from a friend. Completely unaware of what Oktoberfest is, or how many students line up at the crack of dawn in Week 8, he is only to discover, not only is there madness prices of daisy scalpers. Often an ex-student, or maybe even a slapstick 'The Non-Student' isn't intimidated by Veterans, and often discovers himself on the dance floor, rocking up with all the self-confidence and excitement in the world, the word 'shame' has been left at work.

**THE NON-STUDENT**
'The Non-Student' hears tales of UNSW's Oktoberfest extravaganzas and isn't put off by the rising prices of daisy scalpers. Often an ex-student, or maybe even a slapstick 'The Non-Student' isn't intimidated by Veterans, and often discovers himself on the dance floor, rocking up with all the self-confidence and excitement in the world, the word 'shame' has been left at work.

**THE VETERAN**
'The Veteran' has reliably attended more Oktoberfests than lectures. This student lives for the party side of uni and knows exactly how to make the most of it. Planning the day isn't needed, meeting points aren't prepared and getting in costume is as simple as revealing what they've been wearing underneath their casual clothes all year round. 'The Veteran' is able to get to the front of each stage and can make their way to the bar by just looking at the crowd, despite the length of the line breaking World Records each year.

**THE 9AM EXAM FAIL**
After waking up at 9am to acquire a ticket, managing to talk their way out of work Thursday night, and planning their day weeks in advance, the stage is set for what will be the highlight of the year. A sudden, the student's lecturer supplies everything with three words; "beer, Friday, Bar." Just like that, everything changes. The 'I have a test at 9am Friday' student trades in their beer for water and tries valiantly to party with friends and forget the fact they'll be dying in a lecture hall within hours.

**THE I LOVE PRE DRINKS**
Oktoberfest has been circled on the calendar since Week 1, Semester 1 for this student. However, not being able to hold out until the Roundhouse doors officially open, The 'I Love Pre Drinks' student hits The Doncaster and The Hop before midnight and the signs are clear that their Oktoberfest is going to be cut short. Managing to stumble to the Roundhouse, security laughs at their attempts of the 'rookie face' and with the shake of their head come The 'I Love Pre Drinks' student's tears of regret.

**TIP FOR ROOKIES:** Surround yourself with at least one veteran, their experience will be your guiding hand.

**TIP FOR THE OBLIVIOUS:** After a while, at least try to act like you know what's going on, otherwise it's embarrassing.

**TIP FOR THE NON-STUDENT:** Don't let proud Rookies calling out, "You don't even go here!" spoil your fun.

**TIP FOR VETERANS:** Live the skills you have acquired over the years and preach to others, it was your first Oktoberfest once, too.

**TIP FOR THE 9AM EXAM FAIL:** Study hard during the day, and of course during the week and remember, Ps get degrees.

**TIP FOR THE I LOVE PRE DRINKS:** Take it easy!

Spotted yourself? Just witness the stereotype comes to fruition this year, or create a new legend! Oktoberfest only comes around once a year, to make this beautiful celebration one to remember. Word from the chaps at the Roundhouse is to get in there early to mark your territory, but try not to hit the sauce too hard too soon or you'll regret it. Auf Wiedersehen!
WHAT'S HAPPENED

Check this sh*t out. In 2012 your bodacious Blitz team have been sent to festivals, film premieres, fancy dress parties and even got funky with S Club as part of the job - ride on? We've rubbed shoulders with the likes of The Hunger Games' Josh Hutcherson, Hilfiger Hoods and even the Bondi Hipsters.

WHAT'S ON UNSW

9TH OCT - 14TH OCT

UNIMAR SPECIAL

OKTOBER, OKTOBER, OKTOBER

- Henry Emmett

This week we're bottling down the hatchets for the biggest party of its kind in the Southern Hemisphere. With lederhosen, sausage, pretzels and delicious beer aubonding, there'll be no mistaking the arrival of Oktoberfest at the Roundhouse.

 playing in the Beergarden at the same time. Things come to a climax at around 8:30pm at the Main Stage and the Beergarden with aptly umuffled headliners Blitz and Tonite Only (check out p7 and p9 for our interviews with the bands). Those who last the distance will be rewarded for their stamina with seats by Napkinz and the Surrounds DJs to close the night. And if you're still at it when that, you can always cruise along to the Buns, UNSW's college away from college.

We'll be running around with a camera, capturing some pure folklore moments as keep a look out for your favourite Blitz identities. Oktoberfest will be hella fun, but remember to pace yourself and play safe. Nobody wants it to be friends with the liability who passes out before the sun goes down.

LIKE FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS?

Desperate for a ticket? Don't let the fact that they've sold out put you off.

Find Us On FB for Festivals, Movies, Gig Passes and heaps more freebies.

b / blitzmag.tumblr.com / blitzmag.unsw.edu.au

BEETRHER THAN STICKING, WHAT'S ON UNSW

Achtung Baby

WHEN:

Thurs 11 Oct 6pm

WHERE:

Roundhouse and Arc Precinct

COST:

Sold out

To quote from Tonite Only, "This is where the party's at!"

BIBLIOGRAPHY:


CHEAP $$$$ SYDNEY

DINOSAURS IN THE WILD
Zoology 101

Sick of the same old same old koalas and kangaroos? To quote Inception, "Don't be afraid to dream a little bigger, darling."

Ever heard a European backpacker complain about how many dangerous species there are in Australia? They're not completely paranoid: Australia is full of enormous animals and insects ready to destroy you. Thankfully, a heap of them have been rounded up and put in happy suspension over at Taronga Zoo.

This year's friends over at Taronga have taken danger to the next level, organising for dinos to visit the zoo during the summer break. Don't ask us for the science, we still don't put what happened with the tigers in Ariake Park. All we know is that sometimes we guys have a Brontosaurus, a Multibehaviour, an Allosaurus, a Triceratops, a Diplodocus, a Campylorhynchus and the king himself, a Tyrannosaurus Rex.

Come along and check out 14 life-size and realistic robotic dinosaurs roaring away, and learn about how we can use their story to prevent the extinction of the Tasmanian Devil and the Sumatran Tiger - and hopefully those gigantic pests don't start the animals in neighbouring pens to early extinction!

For our gentler readers, don't worry, Taronga still has the super cute animals like meerkaths and baby koalas, so head over after exams and spend your Harry Potter in the snake pen, or watch the hilarious seal show.

A TASTE OF THE ORIENT

International Night Noodle Markets
Oct 8-12, 5-10pm
The Vogue Theatre

A lot of Australians would say that Christmas and Oktoberfest are the events they most look forward to each year. Someone that, it's all about the Noodle Markets! Ignoring the bizarre staging and noodle guttering the only thing that gets us through the other 347 days of the year.

TANG: Free Movies

Agnes Varda Tribute
Sat 13 Oct, 12.30pm & 8pm
Dent Hall Theatre
CUTLASS
You'll have to BYO food to this one yourself. Our beloved Art Gallery of NSW has free movie screenings for the next six weeks, now that the weather's super nice! Check out two classics from the great Agnès Varda. Learn about her feminism, family and filmmaking as part of the French New Wave in The Bouquet of Agnes and The Screamers.

DO YOUR KIPS LIE?

Lebanese Carnival
Sun 14 Oct
Harbourside Amphitheatre

Bun go down this Sunday for performances from belly dancers as well as Lebanese folk dancers and singers. There'll be stacks of delicious food and the chance to learn more about Australian Lebanese culture.

PULLAFEL FUNTIMES

Jewish Food Festival
Sun 14 Oct, 9am-4pm
Eaglewood Markets, Darlington

Obviously we're deliciously hungry so we write this! Come along to the first ever Sydney Jewish Food Festival for a full day celebrating Judaism in Sydney and Jewish culinary traditions from all over the world.

THIS IS WHERE THE PARTY'S AT

Ministry of Sound heroes and the stars of Oktoberfest, Sam Littlemore and Simon Lewicki from Sydney electro band Tonite Only took some time to tell us why the 'Haters Gonna Hate' and what their expectations are for Thursday's Oktoberfest festivities.

First up, where does the name Tonite Only come from?
Too many night clubs!

And how d'you group come together?
Ordinarily we met in a bar and realized that we had a mutual love for flowers, drinking and dance music. We thought, we should make some music and share that love with the world.

What are your expectations for Oktoberfest?
Lots of responsible drinking!

So what have you got planned for your live set on Thursday?

We'll play about 100 different records melded into a fun ambient electronic nightmare. We've developed a fully immersive light and visual show and we'll try to make it work at Oktoberfest.

Who would you say your influences are?

We found ourselves in the warmth of Homework era Daft Punk, but now we've amongst the collision of acts like Skrillex.

Any big plans for the future?

We don't plan for the future, we live the future.

And finally, if you were at UNSW, what would you be studying?

We'd be studying science. This would help us deal with all the sick doing we need to do.

Catch Tonite Only 'Where the Party's At', on Thursday night at Oktoberfest!

GUTEN TAG, OKTOBERFEST!

Oktoberfest is an exciting time all over the world. Did you know that in Munich, over the entire 14-day festival, no person can ever be considered legally drunk no matter how much alcohol they have consumed? There's also a minimum alcohol requirement for any beer being sold (at least 4%), which may explain why so many people end up being "Bierliebchen" (literally "beer corpses") over the festival.

Munich keeps up the good times even outside of Oktoberfest - by law a pub there can never be overcrowded, there's always room for one more drinker at the table! This freedom is sort of balanced out however by the fact that calling an official "Hitler" can get you a whopping 5,000 Euro fine.

Closer to home, UNSW's Oktoberfest is a little bit different. The Roundhouse has to obey RSA and kick out any beer corres, as well as refusing entry to intoxicated people. With all the drama surrounding the Oktoberfest tickets it'd be a shame to waste yours, so pace yourself!

Finally, for those who go too hard, too fast or those who didn't get a ticket but decide they want to attend the festivities anyway listen to this at the event. Refusing to leave a licensed venue when requested can earn you a $500 on-the-spot fine, and up to $5500 in court. Refusing to leave the vicinity (50m around the venue) can earn you a further $550 fine as well. See you on Thursday!

* Matthew Cooper
Student Support and Advisories Intern
Drop us a line at student@unsw.edu.au or ring (02) 9385 7700.

WIN PRIZES

For your chance to score a Double Pass to Taronga Zoo (value at over $60! free) email info@winprizes.com.au, know what with 'DINOSAURS' as the subject and tell us an activity that a T-Rex can't do because of its short arms.
Another year is coming to an end, and I’m still no closer to graduating. But considering that writing for Blitz was the closest I got to doing anything even vaguely academic this year, it’s not much of a surprise. And who would want to leave this glorious institution? It has everything you could ever need: $2.50 beers, cocktails served in punch bowls, sweet, sweet UniBar parties, and did I mention the $2.50 beers? As this is the last time you have to read my sarcastic banter, I thought I’d end with some advice that money can’t buy: on how to best enjoy Oktoberfest, which is clearly the highlight of the academic year.

Get there early. It’s just a numbers game, the longer you’re at the party, the more beer you’ll drink, the more people you’ll meet, and the more fun you’ll have.

Girls, channel your inner beer-maid. Guys, rock the lederhosen, because when else are you ever going to pick up wearing shorts and suspenders? And remember, always accessorise – preferably with a beer in each hand.

For added appeal, pretend to be a German exchange student and talk about the real Oktoberfest… "back home." Now German isn’t a particularly sexy language, but learn a few key phrases like "Ich hab’s du mich ein bißchen!" and you’ll be good to go. For added authenticity, adopt a German name for the night, like Wolfgang or Helga. If people ask too many questions about your accent, be vague – there’s nothing hotter than a mysterious exchange student!

*If you would like to pay me for my advice, please do. I’m now unemployed and need money to buy beer.
REVIEWS

Intensely nihilistic connection between destructive love and pain makes this a love story that no one could envy.

WUTHERING HEIGHTS

Confessions I have seen all of the Resident Evil movies. There’s no shame in it. I love some zombies and some Milla Jovovich. And despite the fact that apparently only her husband (Anderson) will hire her to act, Jovovich can definitely carry a movie.

Resident Evil: Retribution

Directed by: Paul W.S. Anderson

Located in the harsh and isolated Yorkshire moors of Northern England, heartless and unfeeling. Andresen’s adaptation of Emily Bronte’s 19th Century novel is powerful and unsettling. The film focuses on the relationship between Cathy Earnshaw and her father’s adopted orphan, Heathcliff, as a passion develops that follows them through adulthood and the challenges of social divide and affection are only enhanced.

Wuthering Heights

Directed by: Andrea Arnold

Thousands of university students were more thankful than ever for last weekend’s Labour Day Public Holiday, which gave them time to recover from one of the most hectic weeks of their lives. If you’ve been lucky enough to experience an Australian University Games you would understand, if not, let me fill you in.

This year’s AUSG were in Adelaide, and the City of Churches provided sunny days and testing nights that were so cold there was great debate whether to go out in their clumsy themed costumes.

No one really knew what to expect from the Adelaide nightlife, but after the Opening Ceremony on Sunday night it was clear there was only really one place to be. Adelaide’s take on Kings Cross, Red Square, had the lights and the buzz of the Sydney party district, but was less chaotic and you weren’t afraid to talk to strangers and persuade them into letting you in. The Wool Shed turned out to be a favourite with its six lanes and even an electric guitar.
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The overall consensus is that AUSG are the best week of your university life, so I’d encourage all students to get involved in 2013.

Q&A WITH MORTARANA

Where does ‘Endless Heights’ come from?

We used to play much heavier stuff under the name your ghost is a gift but we changed our sound up dramatically, so we needed a new name to start afresh with ‘Endless Heights’ was actually going to be the name of a song, and then it clicked that it was what we should call ourselves.

How did you guys meet?

Most of us played in bands at school. We’d play at youth centres and band camps, and the drummer of one of the other bands was someone who we all knew of. Eventually we asked him to fill in for us, not thinking he really wanted a part of it, and he said, “I’m staying”.

What’s the best thing about being in a young band?

Luckily for us, we’re all best friends. We’re finally getting enough money from our work to travel around in a van and experience Australia as a band, and to share that experience with the people close to you is incredible.

How do you want people to feel walking out of a gig?

For the music we play and the atmosphere we try to create, we want it to be a bittersweet, but energized gig. We hope that people can take us on their own and get amongst us. Our songs can be quite emotional but at the end of the day we just want to see people smiling. In our scene, it’s rare to find the type of positivity we evoke.
PUZZLED?

WORD SEARCH

D S I
L A A
N M V

Find as many words as you can in the square. Each word must be at least four letters long and can be found horizontally or vertically. Each of the six hidden words can only be used once.

Email your words to puzzzled@arc.unsw.edu.au by 5pm, 12th October. To win a $50 UNSW Bookshop Voucher. Congratulations to the Week 9 winner Jonathan Banford.

SUDOKU
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For solutions visit www.sudoku+puzzles.net

TRIVIA by CONTACT

01. What is a group of ravens known as?
02. How many hearts does an octopus have?
03. What is Taphophobia?
04. Which planet was discovered in 1781?
05. What mammal holds the record of having the quickest sexual intercourse?

GOT TO PAGE 23 TO SEE IF YOU ARE AS SMART AS YOUR PARENTS TELL YOU.

Provided by the good looking staff at CONTACT, the go to place at UNSW for information and referrals. So visit them - L2, Good East Wing Phone: 9385 5548 or email contact@unsw.edu.au

STATIONARY ADDICTS UNITE!

 Sick of spending thousands of dollars on Office Works and Kikki K? We’re looking for a master of folder colour coding and textbook highlighting to be the 2013 Stationary Revue Centre Student Coordinator.

For more info contact Eric Soudack at: soudack@arc.unsw.edu.au or send your application to: jobs@arc.unsw.edu.au by October 29.

TAKE OVER BLITZ IN 2013!!!

What’s the most beautiful, but rare combination of words in the English language? Padreinship. That’s right kids, it’s your favourite’s online magazine, is recruiting the best of the best to take over the mag 2013. We’re seeking keen Blitzers looking to demonstrate that they have a passion for celebrities, freebies and events and hence aware of the trials and tribulations of UNSW students.

Your challenge: Put together a badass weekly mag, receive mentoring and training, and be a part of the best UNSW and Sydney event and be awesome.

Your reward: More freedom, glory and love than you can possibly imagine. Arc will provide you with a sick office and a thousand new friends, plus a weekly pay check.

Editor (25-30 hrs/ wk)
 Designer (25-30 hrs/ wk)
 2 x Reporter (32 hrs/ wk)

Email any questions to cpage@arc.unsw.edu.au at Blitz HQ.

HIT THE STREETS WITH... JAMIE CHAM (Med)

Arc Membership Relations Officer/Arc Street Team Coordinator

Chances are, at stage 2012 you’ve had a run in with Jamie Chem and his band of merry men and women giving out free food and love. At this end of his term as Arc Street Team Coordinator, we thought we’d hit the streets with Jamie and get the highlights of his year at the top.

Tell us what you do for us students? As the Membership Relations Officer (MRO) I coordinate the Arc Street Team, a group of energetic, edgy volunteer students who give up their time to create weekly events on campus. We’ve done everything from International Pirate Day to pancakes to tea-cup rides! We remind everyone that while we’re here to study, it doesn’t hurt to let our hair down and chill out with some free goodies from Arc.

What’s the best part of the job? All the amazing people at Arc, and the Street Team itself! It’s also been great to get an insight into the inner workings of Arc, and feel like you’re contributing to something bigger. Not many units have a central hub of student life like Arc and the Roundhouse - I love being a part of it and making people happy.

If you’re enjoying the position so much, why are you leaving? I figure if you’re going to be a doctor then all some point you need to... well learn how to be a doctor. And after visiting all the places I can go next year for placement I’ve put Port Macquarie as my first preference. They have an amazing clinical school out there and incredible beaches.

Any tips for MRO applicants? The main thing is, just to be someone who enjoys having fun. If you’re having fun, everyone else will be enjoying themselves, and that’s really the aim of what we’re trying to do.

– Henry Connors

MOVIE OF THE WEEK

300

CLUB LOVER: BEN GRAY SEYMOUR
Secular Society Vice President (Arts)

What made you want to found the Secular Society?
When I first started at uni last semester there was already a presence of any kind of Secular Society on campus so I got in contact with a few people and we found the impetus to establish one.

And what happened to the Atheist Society?
I have no idea, but the shadow of that society was something that we didn’t want to lose entirely.

So where do you see the Secular Society being by the end of your degree? Four years from now I’d like to see membership at around 400 people, weekly meetings and speakers from off-campus. We would also like lecturers and staff members to get involved too, and most of all we want a society structure in which the executive doesn’t lord it over everybody else.

– Ben Gray Seymour

BEEN CLUBBING THIS YEAR?

If you’ve loved being part of an Arc club or society this year come share your favourite experiences at the Arc Clubs and Societies AGM and Party next Thursday Oct 18 at 4.30pm.

There’ll be free food and drinks in the Roundhouse Club Bar to celebrate all things and other year of crazy events, new friendships and heaps of fun. Party animals can then join the End of Session: End of the World Party!
GET MORE OUT OF UNI LIFE

JOIN Arc TODAY
ONLINE or BLOCKHOUSE (GS)

Arc MEMBER COMPS

THANKS TO THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM

WIN 1 OF 3 DOUBLE PASSES TO ALEXANDER THE GREAT AT THE SYDNEY MUSEUM

Alexander the Great. 2000 years of treasures is the most exciting and prestigious classical culture exhibition ever to be hosted by the Australian Museum in Sydney and features the largest collection of treasures ever to come to Australia from the world famous State Hermitage in St Petersburg, Russia. This exhibition will be exclusive to Sydney.

The exhibition features 40 objects from classical antiquity through to the museum era from both Western and Non-Western origins, spanning a period of almost 2000 years.

Signature pieces that coincide travel from all over the world to the State Hermitage to see, including the famous Greek vase and the so-called black kavali statue of Alexander VII will be on display.

Exhibition opens on November 24 at the Australian Museum
www.alexanderthegreat.com.au

Email your student number to comps@arc.unsw.edu.au with ALEXANDER THE GREAT in the subject line

Arc MEMBER DISCOUNTS

SHOW US YOUR ARC STICKER FOR EXCLUSIVE MEMBER DISCOUNTS

EAST COURTS TENNIS
1 COURT AND OUTGUNS
Court hire $20 per hr (normally $32) Mon-Fri 10am-4pm
Free racquet hire (normally $5)
& free use of tennis balls.

PIZZA BOYS
49 FRANCIS PK, THE SPOT, RANDWICK
$8 any small pizza and a can of drink.

HAIR LAB RANDWICK
42 BELMORE RD, RANDWICK
$15 Men’s Style Cuts
$37 Men’s Shampoo and Cut
$10 Board Shave
$30 Men’s Streaks and Cut
$60 Men’s Colour and Cut

OASIS SKIN AND BODY
22 PADDEN ST, THE SPOT, RANDWICK
$60 Japanese, $10 Eyelash Waxing and other exclusive Arc Member specials
P: 9235 8545

VOX POPPS

» voice of the peeps

TAYLOR
Music/Education
What are your thoughts on Oktoberfest?
It’s the only time you can wear lederhosen without being mocked at super-cuts.
What’s the worst thing about semester ending?
There’s no worst thing about semester ending.
If you could wear anything at all, what would you wear under your graduation robe?
Let’s stick with the Oktoberfest theme – I’d wear my lederhosen.

JAMELLE
Music/Education
What’s the worst thing about semester ending?
I don’t get to see Rachael Shead.
If you could wear anything at all, what would you wear under your graduation robe?
What I wore to my high school formal – a fun costume.
What’s your favourite animal at Taronga Zoo?
Rachael Shead – cause she’s toilet trained.

GEOFFREY
Commerce/Law (Asian studies)
What are your thoughts on Oktoberfest?
It’ll be awesome!
What’s the worst thing about semester ending?
If you could wear anything at all, what would you wear under your graduation robe?
My birthday suit! You’ve got to show the world what a man you’ve become.

PAS
Commerce/Law
If you could wear anything at all, what would you wear under your graduation robe?
I’d go as Batman.
If you were in charge of Blitz in 2013, who would you interview?
David Gonski
What’s your favourite animal at Taronga Zoo?
Pandas... wait, are there pandas?

HANNAH
Chemical Engineering
What are your thoughts on Oktoberfest?
Love German and love beer.
If you could wear anything at all, what would you wear under your graduation robe?
I’d go as The Little Mermaid.
What’s your favourite animal at Taronga Zoo?
Tigers! Because they are big and pretty.

MATT
Industrial Chemistry
What are your thoughts on Oktoberfest?
“Drink ‘til you’re pretty.”
What’s the worst thing about semester ending?
Having to finally get a job.
If you were in charge of Blitz in 2013, who would you interview?
Johnny Depp and Bill Clinton together.
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THE END IS COMING
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